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ABSTRACT 
This snidy prpsents .in adapnvpU-refined quadtree ^rid inetiiod used in ronjunrtion vvuth a pressure-
based How solution algorithm for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The quadtree and. wiiich 
is composed of cjiiadrilateral i-elis that can be successively subdivided into four cjuadrants. is examined, 
and the quadtree data structure, and its advantages when used in the numerical solution of the .\avier-
Stokes equations, is discussed. Several strategies for solution adaptive grid refinement. ;vhich is used to 
resolve high-gradient flow regions, are rhen presented. 
Two different flow solution methods, the uni-dimensional power-law method and the upwind method, 
both based on a <-ell-<-entered. finite-volume technique, are studied. These methods solve the govern­
ing f^quations for the primitive variables on a i-olocated grid using the SIMPLE algorithm. The uni-
dimensional power-law method approximates the total flux across the face between two cells by using 
flow variable values at points perpendicular to the face. The values at these points are determined 
throush a linear reconstruction from cell-centered values, which results in additional source terms in 
the governing equations. The upwind method employs a second-order upwind approximation for the 
convective flux across a cell face. The diffusive fjiix. which contains a primary component and a cross-
diffusion component, is determmed through a coordinate transformation based on the geometry of the 
two adjoining cells. 
The results of this study show that an adaptively-refined quadtree grid can yield a better grid 
distribution over the flow, and therefore give more accurate solutions as well as improved convergence 
rates than can a structured grid with a similar number of grid points. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Tlie minieri(-ai solution ol a system of partial diffprpiitial r-quatioiis. by ttif> iisp of finite 'iifferenrr. 
finite volume, or finite elenient methods, requires the generation of a grid, or mesh, of the romputational 
domain over the physical domain The Xavier-.Stoices equations, which govern the behavior of fluid 
flow, are one such set of differential equations. The numerical solution of these equations is known a.s 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). .A. grid used in the practice ofCTD divides the flowfield s physical 
domain into discrete points or elements, or discretcfs the physical and computational domains The 
grid must be sufficiently resolved to reduce local truncation errors [.'5] and must accurately model ihe 
geometry of the fiowfield and its boundaries ;2]. It is desirable that the grid allows for the efficient 
"communication " of data between neighboring grid points rij. and that the grid generation process be 
made as easy and automated as possible. 
.\ structured grid is defined as the set of points formed by the intersections of the lines of a boundary-
conforming curvilinear coordinate system, in which some line I'm two dimensionsi or surface lin three 
dimensions) is coincident with each boundary segment [-Ij. ( Jeometries and fiowfield data are stored in 
two- or three-dimensional arrays in which each position corresponds to a point in the structured grid. 
With this data structure, neighbors of each grid point, and the data associated with these neighbors, 
can be found by increasing or decreasing the index of the array. .A. body-fitted structured grid i.s well-
ordered. allows higher-order difference representations, permits simple and accurate boundary diflference 
representations, and can be clustered in high-gradient regions [•>]. Structured grids also allow for the high 
aspect-ratio ceils required in viscous regions. However, the generation of a structured grid for complex 
geometries is usually a difficult and time-consuming process. .A.lso. adding a point to a structured grid 
implies adding a line (or a surface in three dimensions) and the entire set of points that accompany 
it. Therefore, a structured grid that is sufficiently refined in high gradient regions of a flow may 
contain unnecessary refinement in other flow regions, increasing storage requirements as well as the 
computational lime necessary to solve the numerical equations. 
In order to extend structured grid methods to complex geometries, composite grid schemes may be 
iispd. Thesf schemes use a set of interconnected simple grids that make up a larger composite grid 
Composite grids and the methods that employ them are also referred to as multi-block methods ['i. 7]. 
multi-zone methods [8]. patched I non-overlappmg) grids [4. o. !)]. overset srids [5. lOj. chimera grids 
[10. 11], overlappmg grids [11], domain-splitting methods [12], multi-domain methods [i)]. and subregion 
methods [ll. While these methods allow the use of structured grids with '-omplex geometries, they also 
possess several drawbacks. In patched grid methods, grid generation is difficult because grid interfaces 
must be defined. Overset grid methods require mterpolation of data points along boundaries and the 
transfer of information between grids, which can be difficult if more than two grids overlap at a point 
Other problems with composite grids include maintaining conservation, both across zonal boundaries 
and globally, and the difficulty of automating the grid generation procedure. .\lso. since eacii zone is 
independent (or uncoupled), the only interaction between subdomains occurs through the transfer of 
boundary data, which degrades the efficiency and perhaps the stability of the numeri'"al method [.'5. 
.\nother technique, known as grid embedding, represents the entire flow domam by a single coarse 
grid and locally refines the grid in regions of high gradients without changing the basic grid structure 
This method ha:s been used to predict transonic flows using the Euler equations [14. lol and 
incompressible flows using the Navier-Stokes equations [I6l. While grid embedding typically suffers 
from the same convergence and stability problems as composite grid methods if grids of different levels 
are uncoupled [13]. Coelho ft al. [3} employ a grid-embedding method which solves the entire flow 
domain simultaneously, without regard to the level of grid refinement, enhancing the coupling between 
regions of different grid levels. However, grid embedding has other drawbacks; a certain knowledge of 
the flowfield must be known a prtort to embed the refined grid in the most advantageous position, and 
there is no obvious method by which a generalized data structure relating grids of differing levels c-an 
be determined. 
A third technique, the use of unstructured grids composed of triangles (in two dimensions) or 
tetrahedra (in three dimensions), has received extensive study in CFD. For an excellent review of 
unstructured grid flow solvers, the reader is directed to the paper by \enkatakrishnan [7]. These types of 
unstructured grids have several advantages, namely their ability to be composed over complex geometric 
shapes, their flexibility in adapting to flow features, and their ease of implementation within automated 
grid generation procedures [7], However, in viscous flow regions, triangular or tetrahedral unstructured 
grids contain either high aspect-ratio (highly skewed) cells or an inordinately large number of cells: high 
aspect-ratio cells lead to higher truncation error and reduced accuracy, while a large number of cells 
requires a prohibitively large amount of computational memory and time [17. 18. 19. 20]. Al.so, these 
types of unstructured grids contain no repeating topology: that is. there is no natural or matheinaticai 
relationship between cells. This makes it difficult to compute the connectivity between cells and requires 
a large amount of computational memory to store the connectivity arrays rjli. 
Hybrid grids may alleviate the problems of triangular or tetrahedral unstructured grids in viscous 
regions. Hybrid grids are composed of either hybrid structured/unstructured grids or mixed-element 
unstructured grids Hybrid structured/unstructured grids use structured 2:rids in viscous reeions 
and unstructured grids in inviscid regions, but these grids require different data structures and How 
solution methods for the different regions of the flow. Mixed-element unstructured grids use prismatic or 
hexahedral elements in viscous regions, however these grids require the same large connectivity memory 
as in triangular or tetrahedral unstructured grids. 
Recently, a great deal of research has focused on the use of quadtree grids for flow solutions. .\ 
quadtree grid consists of quadrilateral elements that are successively subdivided into four smaller quadri­
laterals. as shown in Figure 1.1. The quadtree grid's three-dimensional counterpart is the octrer grid, 
which consists of hexahedral elements which are subdivided into eight smaller hexahedra. This method 
typically solves the flow on a coarse Cartesian grid and refines individual cells based on a predeternuiied 
grid adaption criteria, (.'omplex boundaries can be resolved through the use of "(-ut i-ells," which are 
irregularly shaped cells formed by subtracting the boundary geometry from the intersecting Cartesian 
cell. 
The f'volution of the quadtree grid method has seen increasing sophistication in flow solution meth­
ods. boundary geometries, and grid adaption strategies. The full potential equation was solved by 
Purvis and Burkhalter [23] using a structured Cartesian mesh with cut cells at complex boundaries, 




Figure l.I Quadtree cell division 
4 
tlip full potential equation I but in three iiiniensions) usin^ a finite element tnetliod m '-onjunc-tion with 
a io<-ally refined (/artesian mesh stored m an octfe data ritructure. wlierein ••omplex seoiTietnes wf-re 
resolved with I'ut cells. 
The unsteady Euler equations were solved by Berger and 01i2;er 'Jol. Berber and Colella "if)], .ind 
Quirk [271 usm^ an adaptive quadtree snd method on ( "artesian geometri'?s. ("larke >-1 .i/. "iS' and 
Morinishi ,'2V)] solved the Euler equations on a Cartesian mesh with cut cells at complex boundaries, but 
performed no grid adaption. By combiningquadtree grids with rut ceils. Berger and LeWqiie i.UJ.1. 
Epstein <•/ til. and Pember >•? al. '34] were able to solve the Euler equations on adaptive ands with 
complex aeometries. Quirk [;55i and Chiang solved the unsteady Euler equations on a quadtree grid 
with complex boundaries using an upwind, finite-volume method. Bayyak 't al. ^37] also solved the 
unsteady Euler equations on a quadtree grid with complex boundaries using an upwind, finite-volume 
method, but with moving and deforming bodies. Lastly. De Zeeuw and Powell ^58. ;'9!. De Zeeuw 
[40]. and Coirier and Powell [41] solved the steady Euler equations on a quadtree srid with cut cells at 
complex boundaries using an upwind, finite volume method. 
The extension of these method.s to viscous flow solutions began with Quirk [271. This work concen­
trated on inviscid flow solutions and weis extended to the .N'avier-Stokes equations for only a relatively 
few simple test cases, (iooch [42] solved the .\avier-Stokes equations using a state-vector splitting 
scheme, however this approach is non-conservative and suffers from monotonicity problems. .\ full 
examination of the quadtree grid method for viscous flow solutions wa^ first performed by (/oirier '_4.'5j 
and Coirier and Powell [44. 4-5]. who solved the .\avier-.Stokes equations using a cell-centered, upwind, 
finite-volume method which was applied to a variety of complex geometrical configurations. .-Vftosmis 
r4(5] used a node-based, upwind scheme to simulate viscous flows on adaptively-refined meshes; an initial, 
body-fitted structured grid was used, eliminating the need for cut-cells, but it re-introduced the draw­
backs associated with structured meshes. For three-dimensional analyses. Lockheed's SPLITFLOW 
code, as described by Karman [17], utilized a mi.xed-element hybrid grid approach, using prismatic cells 
in viscous regions and an unstructured Cartesian grid stored in an octree data structure in inviscid 
regions. 
Each of the previously mentioned applications of quadtree grid methods to viscous flow problems 
employ density-based flow solution methods. Density-based methods, which were developed to solve 
the compressible .Navier-Stokes equations, retain density as a dependent variable in the solution of the 
continuity equation [47]. These methods have been successfully applied to a wide range of compressible 
flow problems. Density-based flow solvers, however, show poor convergence properties when applied to 
low-spepd (lows. This is due to an increase in the ratio of acoustic speeds to convective particle speeds 
in inviscid regions and a large difference between inviscid and viscous time scales in viscous regions. 
Therefore, at low .\lach numbers there exists a wide disparity in the masnitudes of the eigenvalues, 
which creates a stiff system and slows convergence ^4^j. These problems may be remedied through the 
use of preconditioning methods. described in References i4!?. 49. oOi. 
Low speed, viscous Hows may also be successfully resolved through the solution of the incompressible 
.N'avier-.Stokes equations, which may be accomplished through several e.xisting methods. The artificial 
compressibility method introduced by Chorin [oil adds a pseudo-time derivative of pressure to the 
continuity equation. The solution is advanced to steady-state by marching in pseudo-time using the 
standard time-marching algorithms used for compressible Hows. However, since the method marches 
in pseudo-time, it cannot be directly applied to unsteady P.ows. The vorticity-streamfunctioii approach 
replaces the velocity components with vorticity and streamfunction as the dependent variables, resulting 
in two uncoupled equations. This approach, while convenient to use in two dimensions, is not popular 
for three dimensions due to inherent comple.xities. Pressure-based method.s. such as the .SI.MPLE family 
of algorithms described by Patankar [52j. e.xtract a Poisson equation for pres&ure from the i-ontinuity 
and momentum equations. These methods solve the momentum and pressure equations for the primitive 
variables in an iterative manner. 
The present research involves a new technique in which an adaptively-refined quadtree grid is used 
in conjunction with a pressure-based algorithm to solve the incompressible .N'avier-Stokes equations. .\ 
cell-centered, finite volume procedure is used as the flow solution method. This procedure solves the 
governing equations for the primitive variables on a colocated grid and is based on the SIMPLE-type 
algorithms of Patankar [52j. Solution adaptive grid refinement is then used to resolve high-gradient 
flow regions. 
In this work, the quadtree grid is first described, along with its refinement procedure and data 
structure. Next, solution adaptive grid refinement techniques are discussed. Two different flow solution 
methods are then described. For each method, the discretization of the governing equations and the 
flow solution algorithm are discussed, and the results obtained for a variety of test cases are presented. 
The extension of these methods to three-dimensional flows is then described. Finally, conclusions of the 
present research and recommendations for further study are presented. 
2 THE QUADTREE GRID 
The cjuacltree data structure is composed of a hierarchical relationship based on a recursive subdivi­
sion of space [53], A quadtree grid, based on this data structure, consists of a number of cjuadrilateral 
cells that may be successively subdivided into four quadrants. In certain CFD applications, the quadtree 
grid is also referred to as an adaptively-refined Cartesian grid [38. 13]. a locally refined rectangular grid 
[24]. an h-refinement adaptive grid [18. 54). an unstructured Cartesian grid [17]. an unstructured quadri­
lateral grid [55. 56]. or some combination of the preceding. 
Examples of a quadtree grid and its corresponding tree data structure are shown in Figures 2.1 and 
2.2. Figure 2.1 shows an original " root" cell 0. which represents the entire physical domain. This i-ell 
is defined to have a level of one. Cell 0 is divided into four cells labeled I through 4. which have a grid 
level of two. Cells 2 through 4 are each subdivided into four, level-three cells, while cell 11 is further 
subdivided into four, level-four cells. cell that is divided is defined as a "parent" cell, while cells that 
are formed by the division of a parent cell are known as "children" cells. Cells can be both a parent and 
a child. Figure 2.2 -shows the data structure of this grid, with connections between parent and children 
cells. 
The quadtree grid is particularly useful in the numerical solution of a system of partial differential 
equations, such as those that govern fluid flow. This is due to the inherent efficiency of the quadtree's 
data structure, as well as the fact that the grid can be locally refined where necessary. The efhciency 
of the quadtree data structure can be seen in Figure 2.1. For e.\ample. consider cell 9. If this cell's 
"south" neighbor was to be determined, it could be found in the following manner: Cell 9's parent is 
cell 3. and cell 3's "southwest" child is cell 9. It is known from the data structure that cell 3 has a 
south neighbor of cell 2. Therefore, the south neighbor of cell 9 must be the northwest child of cell 2. 
which is cell 8. This connection between neighboring cells can also be seen in Figure 2.2. Since a cell's 
position in the tree is known, and its neighbors must occupy certain positions in the tree relative to the 
cell, a cell's neighbors can easily be determined. 
In the present study, the connectivity between cells is stored as an array of pointers from each 
; 
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Figure "J. I Quadtree grid 
Figure 2.2 Quadtree data structure 
i-ell to its parent i ell and children cells t where flefined). Also stored are pointers from cells to their 
surrounding nodes and faces for edges), pointers from <»dges to rheir end nodes and adjacent ceils, and 
the coordinates of each node. These "'pointers ' are actually implemented as indexed arrays of integers 
in the FORTR.V.V 77 code that wa-s written to solve the system of equations. These arrays are detined 
in the following list: 
HCELL - Total number of <-ells i elements| 
NWODE - Total number of nodes i points) 
NEDGE - Total number of edges i faces) 
X(N) - j--<:oordinate of node N 
Y(N) - //-coordinate of node N 
LNODEd.NEL) - Relates local node number 1(1 = 1.2.:}.-I) of element NEL to a global node number 
LNODEd.NEL) = global node number, southwest corner 
LN0DE(2,NEL) = global node number, southeast corner 
LN0DE(3,NEL) = global node number, northeast corner 
LN0DE(4,MEL) = global node number, northwest corner 
MELCONCMC.MEL; - MCth connection of element NEL (MC = l.J ?) 
NELCONd.NEL) = south element 
NELC0N(2,HEL) - east element 
NELC0N(3,NEL) = north element 
NELC0N(4,NEL) = west element 
NELC0N(5,NEL) = south edge 
NELC0N(6,NEL) = east edge 
NELC0N(7,NEL) = north edge 
NELC0N(8,NEL) = west edge 
NEDGECON(MC,NED) - MCth connection of edge NED (NC = l."2,;5.4) 
NEDGECONCI.NED) = first node 
MEDGECQN(2,NED) = second node 
NEDGECONC3,NED) = left element 
NEDGECONC4,NED) = right element 
CLEVELCNEL) - Level of element NEL 
ELEVELCNED) - Level of edge NED 
CPARENTCNEL) - Parent element of element NEL 
CCHILD(I,NEL) - Child -elements of element NEL. 
CCHILD(I.MEL) = southwest element 
CCHILD(2,NEL) = southeast element 
CCHILD(3,MEL) = northea.st element 
CCHILD(4,NEL) = riorthivest element 
EPARENT(NED) - Parent ed^e of edge NED 
ECHILDd.NED) - Child edges of edge NED 
ECHILDCI.NED) = first edge 
ECHILD(2.MED) = second edge 
The cells of a quadtree grid that have no children cells, sometimes referred to as the "leaves" of 
a tree data structure, are the <-ells on which the solution of the governing equations takes place and 
are defined as "top-le^el cells." These top-level cells are indicated by the cell numbers inside bo.\es in 
Figure 2.2. In the present research, no two neighboring top-level cells are allowed to differ in cell level 
by more than one. .\lso. "holes" in the grid, defined as top-level cells in which all neighboring top-level 
cells on two opposite sides of the cell have a level greater than that of the cell, are not allowed. These 
restrictions result in a "smooth" mesh, which lessens both the complexity of the data structure and the 
ciegradation of the solution. 
The solution procedure involves first generating an initial coarse grid over the Sow domain. Ttie 
governing equations are then solved on the coarse grid until a predetermined level of convergence or 
maximum number of iterations hcis been reached. The grid is then refined in high-gradient regions of 
the flow according to a predefined grid adaption criteria, and a new solution is found on the refined 
grid. This procedure of grid refinement and flo%v solution is repeated until a predetermined maximum 
grid level has been reached. The flow solution is then found on the final adapted grid. 
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3 GRID ADAPTION 
There exist several distinctly different grid adaption strategies for CFD that liave <>nierged over the 
past decade [oTl. These different methods can be i-lassified as 
• r-inethods These methods ""relocate" grid points through translation towards high-gradient re­
gions of the flow. The number of grid points and elements remains fixed, and the data structure 
remains unchanged. 
• h-methods The h methods refine mesh elements of size k by adding (or deleting) grid points and 
elements. 
• [/-/nf^thod.s These methods, used in Hnite element .solutions, involv modifying the spectral order 
of the approximations over subregions of the grid. 
• Combined methods \ combination of two or more of the above methods is also possible. 
The present analysis involves only h-refinement. in which quadrilateral cells are divided into four quad­
rants. 
A variety of grid adaption criteria may be used to determine which quadtree cells to rehne after an 
intermediate flow solution is found. If kno%vledge of the flow solution is known beforehand, regions of 
the grid to be refined may be specified according to their coordinate values. 
De Zeeuw and Powell [38] suggest subdividing cells that have a total velocity difference across the 
cell that is greater than some percentage (5%. typically) of the maximum total velocity difference. This 
strategy can be applied using any number of flow variables or their gradients. 
Kallinderis and Nakajima [20] define a generic •detection parameter." 5. and divide all cells in which 
the value of is above a threshold level. Sth - given by 
" ^ aVK "t" (*^* )^ 
where Sav: is the average of 5. S^d is the standard deviation, and q is an empirically determined value, 
typically 0.3. Suggested detection parameters are velocity gradients for viscous regions and velocity 
differences for shocks. 
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("oirifr [-13] and (.'liarlton and Powell ["ill rctine fells ba-sed on the cell-size-wpighted velocity diver-
jience and rurl. such that 
- • = ir • r.>;:2\ 
-f, = \v •• 
where / is a cell's characteristic lensth. CelU are tagged for refinement if 
1" • > (Tc or Tfi > tr) and I > imm 
and for derefinement if 




The Lockheed SPLITFLOW code [17] has a variety of adaption functions available to users, gener-
ically referred to as a function /. For each cell, the quantities 
Ax) 
( i x  
r i  f , , 
< ' y  
c = ^ ( A c } ' + '  u J . l O )  
Oz 
and 
. 4 = v a - + 6 -  +  c -  f - ' M l )  
are computed, where </ is a user-defined constant. The magnitude of the adaption parameter A is 
statistically averaged to find its mean. m. and standard deviation, cr. An upper threshold value of the 
adaption function is defined as 
.4u = m + ea (3.12) 
and a lower threshold value is defined as 
At = m — d(T (3.13) 
where d and e are user-defined constants. Cells with values of the adaption function greater than .-l„ 
are refined, while cells with adaption function values lower than At are derefined. There are also limits 
placed on the minimum and maximum cell size. 
Wars! and Kama J181 determino an error .Titenon for the global nx'sli as 
/ V" 'Vo . i  I \  
^  =  - j u  
wh»^re _ is a constant, o is a flow variable, l", is a cell s volume, and f is the mean domain volume, and 
refine those cells with a loral solution error :Vo,ili > 'i. 
This study primarily involves showina; the proof-of-concept of combining a quadtree srid with i 
pressure-based flow solution algorithm, and is less concerned with the comparison of different adaption 
criteria. Therefore, different adaption criteria are used throughout the study, depending on the test 
case. These criteria are chosen to yield a desired grid, produce a solution of increased accuracy, or match 
the adaption criteria of previous research, .\daption criteria are described along wiih the test cases with 
which they are used. .Also, since the present method involves steady flow solutions on initially coarse 
grids. It IS believed that any adaption criteria will yield only a sn;all amount of grid derefinement. and 
any savings in computational time or memory will be minimal. Therefore, derefinement of i-ells is not 
employed. 
4 UNI-DIMENSIONAL POWER-LAW METHOD 
Thf flow solution method described in this i.-hapter is based on previous methods used ro l alcuiare 
fluxes across regions of different levels of grid refinement in embedded grid '.Jl and multi-block methods 
6j. These methods, both pr^'vious and present. <-alcuiate fluxes between cells of different sizes through 
the use of the values of flow variables at pomts that are perpendicular to cell faces. The flow values 
are not stored at these points, but are found through interpolation of the stored cell-center flow values. 
Since the points used in the flux iralculation are perpendicular to cell faces, they lie on lines that are 
parallel to sotne coordinate direction, thus the term •uni-dimensional." 
Theoretical Formulation 
This section describes the process of transforming the governing partial differential equations mto 
a discretized form which can be solved numerically. A scalar transport equation, which has the same 
form as the momentum equations, is discretized first. .\ velocity-pressure coupling mechanism is then 
described. The system of equations is then closed by a pressure-correction equation and a pressure 
equation, which are derived from the continuity equation. Finally, boundary ironditions and their 
implementation in the numerical solution are discussed. 
Governing Equations 
The examples presented in this study involve the solution of the steady, laminar, two-dimensional, 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, which can be expressed as 
continuity equation; 
d [p< ) 
d x  d y  
'4 .1) 
X momentum equation: 
!4 
// momentum f^uarion: 
'y ' ' .y. /  
r; I •  i  in- ,7 ,h- \ - 'p 
— 'puri  -  — 'p'- ' - t  = — p— -  — i 
< / j -  ( ' 1 /  n x  \  o r  }  O i l K  . 1 1 1  I  I  ' u  
Discretization of the Scalar Transport Equation 
A .scalar transport i=-quation. whicJi lia-S tlie same form a:? earh of the momentum equations, is di>-
i-retizeti and examined in this section. On<'f> the scalar transport equation is 'iisrretized. the discretized 
momentum equations i-an be found in a similar manner. .M.so. by studyms the properties of the dus-
'•retized scalar transport equation, the behavior of the discretized momentum equations can be inferred 
in a straight-forward manner. 
The steady, two-dimensional, generalized transport equation for a scalar variable o can be written 
as 
a  [ ^ d o  \  ' '  ( ^ d o  \  .  
— I pi<o I 1 / 'CO I = — r — -— I r  ^  ~ - 14.41 
Ox ay i <x \  ax I  itKi V  o<j j  
or 
where 
-  s- , 1 -
lix iiy 
o o  
./, = '4.Gi 
o x  
o o  
.1.1 = pro — r — ' 1. i I 
'W 
and .V represents a source term. The terms J, and J,j represent the total fluxes in the r and y directions, 
respectively. The first terms on the right hand side of the above equations represent the convective tluxes 
while the second terms represent the diffusive ttuxes. 
Figure 4.1 shows a generalized section of a quadtree grid that will be used in the discretization of 
the governing equations. Integrating the continuity and transport equations over the control volume 
\'p. the quadrilateral element surrounding point P. gives 
Fr — ~ J  -r fn -  r, = 0 I 4.^1 
and 
J t  -  [ J < L X  ~  ~  -  J s  =  [ S c  -r S p O p ) V p  (4.',J) 
where 





Figure 4.1 A topical quadtree grid section 
represents the mass titix across edge t. 
•L =  I  i  J r  i d y  =  1 . 1 ^  A t .  I  { .  1 1  i  
gives the integrated total flux of scalar variable o across edge e. and the source term has been linearized 
in an appropriate manner. Fluxes across the other faces of control volume V p are tlehned Mmilarly. 
Multiplying the integrated roniinuity equation by the scalar variable o at point P  and subtracting 
the result from the integrated transport equation gives 
[ J  ^  ^  P  } * XL I  ^^ P  }  {  '^U. 2 ^ 'L ^  P  }  
—  [ J n  ~  F ^ n O p )  —  I./ .  — F , O p l  —  [ S c  "  ^ P O p  p  i4.r2l 
Following the discretization procedure of Patankar [52]. each term in the above equation can be repre­
sented as follows; 
{ J f  —  F , o p \  = ( l E y o p  —  O E i )  14.13) 
(Jtt ,  —F„,op) = avv, (ovv, -  Op,) (4.14) 
\ Jy_  ^ — Fu^op) — aiv, (oiv, — Op,) ',4.15) 
[ J r t  -  F n O p )  =  a.v(op-o.v) i4.16) 
( J ,  -  F , o p )  —  a s  ( O S - o p }  (4.17) 
i6 
i 'u ;  
a»' ;  
a v 
a i  
and 
Terms at the other control volume faces are determmed smiilarly. The operator [a.fc] denotes ihe 
maximum of the included quantities. The function .AfiPl) is defined by the power-law scheme :.5"2l. for 
which 
.-UjP'i = fo. (I - O.IiPi)"] ' {.-JoI 
This function represents a I'urve fit to the fxact solution of the steady, one-dimensional convection . dif­
fusion equation with no source terms. 
Substituting the discretized terms. Equation 4.12 becomes 
a^op -r aw, Op, ^  a \  Op -r asOp 
= (j£:0£:, -r aw,ovv, -r a\o,\  ~ ~ ~ ^ pop) \  p >4."2(3) 
The values of o at locations not represented by grid points, such as E;. Pi. and Po m Figure 4.1. can 
be determined by linear reconstruction as 
0£, =  Oe - r  { Vo e  •  ^ E E i )  i4.27| 
op^ = Op{^op • rpp^ ) 14.28 i 
op^ = Op-<r {Vop • rpp^) (4.29) 
The gradients of flow quantities are determined by a linear least-squares procedure [58]. Substituting 
these values in the governing equation yields 
( l E O p  -i- an", O p  -r a w ^ O p  a \ O p  -r a ^ O p  - r  aiv, i V o p  r p p ^  I  - r  a n \ ( V O p  •  r p p ,  )  
= aEOE "H-,ow, -i- air,owj -r fl .vo.v asog -r a£:(Vo£ • ) — (5r -f- 5pop)l p i4.;!0i 
= d. . l i ip.i)  -  t-f, .05 i4.1'*t  
= a,,.-lf!Pu,:j - •4.20, 
= ~l-Fr,A)l i4.2n 
= D,.4i |P.:i - .4.22i 
16x I. 
— .4.24) 
D .  
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Noticp that terms involvmgthe gradient at point P  are contained on the left liand side of the aovernuis 
equation. These terms involve neighboring; control volumes that are one level higher in the quadtree grid 
formulation than the level of control volume \ V Similarly, terms involving the gradient at a neighboring 
grid point fall on the right hand side of the governing equation. These terms involve neighboring control 
volumes one level lower than the level of control volume I'D. Therefore, the discretized scalar transport 
equation, written for a general quadtree grid control volume, can he represented as 
a  p o p  =  ^  a n i y O n h  '  ^  •  F p J  ~  ^  vons '"nn, ) >'< \ ' p  i  4 . ;!  1 )  
where 
a p  =  ^  « n 6  -  - V I  F  '  - t  )  
and the subscript n b  represents the neighboring grid points, .\sain. if the i-ontrol volume about point 
P hcts a quadtree grid level of /. then the .second term on the riaht hand side of the above equation 
contains terms arising from the / — I neighbors of \'p. while the third term contains terms arising from 
t h e  /  —  1  n e i g h b o r s  o f  \  ' p .  
Discretized Momentum Equations 
The momentum equations, written in the preceding form, can now [je expressed as 
apup = ^  ^ a„(,(V(ip • rp_ ) -r ^ -r 5r-l> - ^  P  i 1 -"i^i 
a p r p  =  ^  ^  a „ n ( V r p  •  rpj -  •  Fno,) -  S r \ ' p  -  (  ^  P  i4.;5-t) 
where the pressure gradient terms have been written separately from the discretized source terms. 
Velocity-Pressure Coupling 
The present analysis uses the colocated (or non-staggered) grid approach, in which values of velocity 
and pressure are stored only at cell centers. This choice was motivated by the difficulty of defining a grid 
that is staggered with respect to a quadtree grid. The colocated grid formulation requires that fluxes at 
cell faces be interpolated from cell-centered values. A linear interpolation of these fluxes decouples the 
velocity and pressure fields, which results in a "checkerboard" instability. This problem is alleviated by 
the procedure developed by Rhie and Chow [59] and refined by Peric €t al. [60], ai outlined below. 
Referring again to Figure 4.1. the u velocity at grid point P. written in terms of Equation 4.;>3. can 
be expressed as 
up =  —  ' I n h U n h  -  ^ 2  " P  '  ' ~ P .  ) ~ xi ' '^ "»7 ) "i" p | jx) 
where 
i  p 
d p  —  1  
ap 
R'^presentiri'i the first term in the above equation a pseudovelocity ii sives 
/•' '^r'  i  I  up — U p — (I p ( — 
v dx 
The II velocities at grid point E  and the midpoint of edge f  can be similarly written as 
-  /  , , ,  
<'E = "E — ^F. \  — ] '  
y d j -  j  
i  i . ; i9i  
E 
The terms u .  and d .  are approximated by a linear interpolation, resulting in an equation for an '-dge 
velocity 
u .  =  I  i n  u p ^ d p { ^ \  . U E ^ d ^ i ^  
iix / p \  
—  I  i n  \  d p .  d p  \  [  - ^  ]  I  
where I i n [ a . b ]  represents a suitable linear interpolation of quantities a  and 6. Note that the term 
iSp/dr), can be directly evaluated from ceil center values. Other face velocities can be determined 
similarly. The above equation representing a cell interface velocity equals a linear interpolation of 
the cell-center velocities plus a -orrection involving a third-order pressure gradient term This 
formulation serves as a mechanism to couple the velocity and pressure fields. 
Pressure-Correction Equation 
To close the system of equations, a correction equation for pressure is formulated from the continuity 
and momentum equations. The discretized momentum equations given in Equations and -l..!4 can 
only be satisfied if a correct pressure field is known. If an incorrect, or guessed, pressure field, denoted 
p'. is used to solve the momentum equations, the resulting velocity field, denoted ti' and r". will not 
satisfy the continuity equation. The pressure and velocities can be written in terms of their guessed 
values and a correction as 
p  =  p '  +  p '  (4.41) 
u = u' + u (4.42) 
v = v ' ^ i '  ( 4 . 4 3 )  
The u-momentum equation, written in terms of a guessed pressure field and an intermediate, 
"starred" velocity field, can be expressed as 
apu'p = ^  «n6"no ~ XI ' ' 'p '  ""k '""' ' i)  + ^ p "  -"IpApp (4.44) 
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where Ap is the Toss-^eriioiial area of the cpII surrounding point P  in rtie dirertion perpendicular to 
the velocity component. In the rase of a two-dimensional fiow. Af> - Ay for tlie H-ir.onientuni equation 
Equation -1.14 is subtracted from E^iuation 4.;!;L rpsulting in 
cipii'p --  ^  ^ u'p • rp, ) -  iinhlXu'„f, • ) -  ApAp'p 
Since the terms in the above -"quation wittiin the summation signs go to zero at convergence, 'hey - an 
be neglected, which reduces the 'equation to 
Hp Up = —ApAp'p i4.4t)) 
or 
u ' p  =  —dpAfj 'p  14,47) 
where 
jp = ilL = 4£. ,4.48) 
< l p  d x p  
Edge velocities such as u,. for example, can similarly be expressed as 
= nl -r (il I 4.49 I 
where 
( / ' ,  =  —tl ,Ap ' .  i4.-)0i 
and 
= lin[dp.dE\ (4 .o I) 
In general. \'elocities can be expressed in terms of starred velocities and velocity-corrections as 
u = u'  — dAp'  (4.o2) 
( •  =  i' — dAp'  (4.53) 
These equations are known as the velocity-correction equations. Note that the pressure-correction 
difference term. Ap'. in each of these equations is the difference in pressure-correction in the direction 
parallel to the velocity component under consideration. 
Consider again the continuity equation integrated about the control volume \ p in Figure 4.1. 
( p u A ) .  —  { p u A ) a • ^  ~  ( p u A ) u . ' ,  + - i p L ' A ) ,  =  0 (^-54) 
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If the velocity terms in the above equation are replaced by their correspondinq; velocity-rorrern.jn 
equations, the continuity equation becomes 
^ f).d..\.Ap'p -  ) -  ipu' A)u., -  Puyd,,, .-l„ , tpu . -  j 
-{pu' A)r, ,  -  , -  p'p^ i 
—  ipr ' .AIn ~  P n d n A n i p ' p  -  p ' \  t  —  '  p i ' A ) ,  -  p , d . A , i p \ ;  -  / ' p i  = 0  i 4 .  
I'pon rearrangement, this equation ' an be written as 
p ^ d ^ A f P p  P u - 1  d f i ^  A i f - ^  p  P w 2 d t L  2 P  •  P n d r i A n p p  -r p ^ d ^ A n P p  
— Pfd»A^P£^ -r  Pu-^d^ i -Ut ' iPl f j  A'u:  JPndrtAnpy T /-V, t / , -4 ,  p < ^  ^ p'  l4.o())  
where 
bp'  =  ipu '  . \ )^^  - r  lp j i ' .4)a_, -  ipu '  A) ,  — i>r" .4) , ,  -  (/3r ' .4) . ,  i4.- ' )7 i  
Linear reconstruction is used to obtain pressure-correction values not located at control volume centers 
as 
p'E, - P'e^ ^^ P'E- ' "r£,)  '-1 
P p .  -  p ' p  ~  i S p ' p  ' ~ P P , )  1 4 . . " ) 9 >  
p'p, = p'p ^ p'p •'~P) i4.tj0) 
L'pon substitution, the following discretized pressure-correction equation for a generalized quadtree grid 
is obtained; 
app'p = ^(inop'nb -  • '~P- I ^ b p .  (4.611 
Once again, terms involving grid level I -+• 1 neighbors are contained in the second term on the right 
hand side, while terms dealing with / — 1 neighbors are contained in the third term. 
Pressure Equation 
Although the discretized momentum and pressure-correction equations are sufficient to solve the 
system of equations, the solution convergence can be enhanced by solving an additional equation for 
pressure. The discretized pressure equation is derived from the continuity and momentum equations in 
the following manner. 
If the velocity components u  and v  at cell faces are written in terms of their pseudovelocities u and 
f as 
-  d ,  
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•^IJn 
.iiici subritituted inro the discretizpd <'ontinuity >"quatioii. a disrretized »»quation for pressure can ho 
found in a tnaiiner similar to the derivation of the pressure-corrertion equation. Tlie pressure ecjuation 
is written as 
The summations over the subscripts h in the source term indicate the inclusion of each edge of the 
control volume. Note that the velocities that were used in the discretization of the pressure equation 
have not been approximated in any way. Therefore, if a correct velocity field is known, the solution of 
tlie pressure equation will yield the exact pressure field. 
Boundary Conditions 
Tlie solution of any system of partial differential equations, by either an analytical or numerical 
method, is dependent on the system"s initial and boundary conditions. Therefore, it is critical that 
these conditions are represented accurately and implemented correctly in the solution procedure. Since 
the present analysis involves only steady fluid flow, initial conditions are less consequential, and only 
the system"s boundary conditions are discussed here. 
.\ control volume adjacent to a boundary on its west edge is shown in Figure {.'J. The boundary 
edge. b. has a midpoint B. Consider again the discretized scalar transport equation. 
where 
a pOp [ 4 . 6 6 )  
Figure 4.2 Quadtree grid boundary control volume 
u-tlppp 
<1 p — ^ ^ ott ,  — >plp 1-4.(j7) 
In the i-.T-se of a boundary cell, the summations about tieishbor cells, nh. are made only for non-houndary 
elements. The boimdary conditions are mcorporated mto the linearized parts of the >ource term. 
a n d  S p -
.At boundaries wliere the flow enters or leaves the domain, the source terms are updated as 
."iV- = — < DhA(\Ph\) — {—F-,.0|)o», i -MiSi 
and 
S p  =  S p  —  i  Dh.A(iPi. |)  -r J—Ff,.03) 
where and S'p are parts of the source terms arising trom other sources or boundaries. .\.t inflow 
boundaries, the flow variable Oh and mass flow rate are specified. .\t outflow boundaries, flow variables 
and mass flow rates are extrapolated from the cell-<-enter values, and updated to ensure global mass 
conservation. 
.-Vt wall boundaries, the mass flux is zero, and the source tertns reduce to 
ic = ~ dhoh '  -1.70) 
and 
p = p — dh i 1 • i  1)  
Symmetry boundaries contain a zero gradient of flow variables with respect to the normal direction. 
Therefore, no additions to the source terms are required. 
The pressure-correction equation and the pressure equation also require some modification at cells 
adjacent to a boundary. These equations are written as 
(^ppp — ^ ^nbpnb ^ '  ^ rib(^Pp '  ^p,  )  ~  ^ . '^nbl^prib '  '"nb ,  I  m • i  2 i 
where 
bp' =  ^pu i^,anb + pubah (1.73) 
and 
a p p p  =  ^ 2  ^ n b p n b  —  ^  iinbi^PP '  ^ p.)  +  ^ a„6(v/)„6 + bp (4.74) 
where 
bp = pU-nbAnb + ptlbAt, (4.75) 
•Again, the summations are only over non-boundary neighbors. Mass flow rates are known at all bound­
aries. and are explicitly added to the source terms. 
Solution Procedure 
The solution procpdure used in the present analysis is the SIMPLER method of Patankar 
implemented within a grid adaption procedure. This algorithm ran be summarized as 
I. Generate an initial coarse ?ri'i. 
•J. Refine the grid, if necessary, in areas that are known <i prion to require -i high degree of grid 
rlusterins;. 
-Apply the SIMPLER algorithm as follows: 
(a) Guess a velocity field. If a coarse grid solution is known, retain previously determined 
velocities at cells that have not been subdivided, and u.se a parent cell's velocities as an 
initial guess for newly formed children cells. 
(b) Calculate the coefficients of the momentum equations and hence calculate the pseudoveloci-
ties u and c. 
(ci Calculate the i-oefficients of the pressure equation, and solve it to obtain I he pressure field. 
id) Treating this pressure field as p' .  solve the momentum equations to obtain new values of u'  
and (•' 
(e) Solve the pressure-correction equation to find p' .  
(f) Correct the velocity field with the velocity-correction equations, but do not correct the pres­
sure field. 
(g) Return to Step (b) and repeat until convergence. 
4. If the maximum grid level has noi been reached, refine the grid according to the adaption criteria, 
and return to Step 3. 
The discretized momentum, pressure, and pressure-correction equations are solved by a symmetric 
Gauss-Seidel point iterative method with under-relaxation. 
Results 
The uni-dimeiisional power-law method was applied to several test cases: a lid-driven cavity flow, 
a duct flow with a sudden contraction, a Z-channel flow with two bends, and the flow over a circular 
cylinder. Results and discussion of each case are described below. 
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Lid-driven Cavity Flow 
TliP rlai.«ic,-il lid-dnvPti cavity flow, in which the flow :n a square cavity is driven solely by the 
motion of the cavity's lid. wa:i the first test ca.se considered. For comparison, the tlow was first solved 
on structured 2;rids of sizes » o-{ (4.096) cells and 128 128 il6.;>84l cells, using the staggered and. 
SIMPLER procedure of Patankar i^o2]. The results obtained on the 128 • 128 grid compare favorably 
to the grid independent .solutions of Ghia ct nl. '611 and shall be considered here as the benchmark 
solution. 
The present quadtree method was used to solvp a lid-driven cavity tlow first at a Reynolds number 
of 100 oti the grid shown in Figure 4.."5. which contains 4.288 top-ievel cells. The refinement locations 
of this grid were set explicitly, with an initial grid consisting of lt5 x 16 cells. At each grid level, the 
flow solution was allowed to converge to a certain total velocity R.\IS value before refinement. 
Figures 4.4-4.6 show u-velocity profiles at different j- cross-sections of the fiow. It can be seen 
that the solutions are essentially the same for each grid .system at the cavity's centerline. However, 
at locations near the r = 0 wall, the solution of the present method more closely matches the exact 
solution of the 128 >: 128 grid than does the solution of the 64 < 64 grid. 
The convergence histories, based on total velocity RMS values, of the solutions on each grid are 
shown in Figure 4.7. It can be .seen that the quadtree solution converges at a much faster rate than 
solutions obtained on structured grids. This behavior is possibly due to multigrid-type effects, in which 
the lower-frequency errors are removed during the solutions on the coarser grids. The "spikes' in 
the convergence plot indicate refinement of the quadtree grid. .\iso. a comparison of the C'PL' times 
required for convergence of each solution show that these times closely correspond to the total number 
of iterations of each solution. 
.\n analysis was also performed on a driven cavity flow at Re = 400. .\n initial grid of 16 x 16 cells 
was used, and grid refinement locations were set explicitly, to give a final grid containing 9.472 top-level 
cells, as shown in Figure 4.8. 
The u-velocity profiles for the solution given by the present method, along with the structured grid 
solutions, are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. These figures show that the quadtree method again yields 
a solution with accuracy comparable to that given by the 128 x 128 grid. 
Figure 4.11 shows the total velocity RMS convergence for the solutions obtained on each grid. The 
quadtree grid method converges at a rate similar to that of the 64 x 64 grid and much faster than that 
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Figure 4.6 Driven cavity. R( — 100: u velocity profiles, i — 1/64 
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Figure -4.11 Driven cavity. Re = -{00: total velocity RMS values 
Duct Flow with a Sudden Contraction 
The second test case was the two-dimensional How through a duct with a sudden contraction. The 
results were compared to the experimental results of Durst et  al .  lo'- ' l  and the numerical results of 
Toelho ft al. [3]. Inlet conditions were taken from the experimental data, and outflow conditions were 
determined through global mass conservation. Because of the symmetry of the problem, computations 
were carried out on only one-half of the duct, with symmetrical boundary conditions at the duct's 
centerline. The duct was assumed to have a height of 10 mm and a contraction ratio of-1;I. The 
Reynolds number based on the average inflow velocity and duct height was 95. 
The initial coarse grid contciined 40 ceils in the longitudinal direction, 24 cells across the inlet, and 
6 cells across the outlet, giving 920 total cells. After an intermediate solution was found, the grid was 
adapiively refined by dividing the cells with a total velocity difference greater than 10% of the maximum 
total velocity difference. The final quadtree grid was obtained after four levels of adaption, resulting in 
the grid shown in Figure 4.12. containing 2.622 tof>-level cells. 
Figures 4.13-4.15 show u velocity profiles predicted by the present method along with previously 










Figure {.12 Duct with sudden contraction: four-level quadtree grid 
ably with the numerical results and are withm the range of uncertamty observed in the pxperimental 
data. 
Channel Flow with Two Right-Angle Bends 
The flow through a channel with two bends that form a Z-like shape was the third test case analyzed. 
This geometry is taken from Perng and Street [12] and is chosen for its irregular shape, whicli requires 
either an unstructured, highly-skewed, or multi-block grid configuration to obtain a flow solution. .\ 
schematic diagram of the channel is shown in Figure 1.16. The channel consists of an inlet .section 
of height h and a length of 4/i. which enters an expansion region at a distance of '2h. The expansion 
region has a width of '2h and a height of 5.625/1. contraction section of width h and length 12/) 
completes the channel. The inlet boundary condition consists of a prescribed parabolic velocity profile 
with a maximum velocity of l.o and an average velocity of 1.0. while outflow conditions are determined 
through global mass conservation. The flow has a Reynolds number of 200. 
The flow was initially solved on a grid consisting of 328 equally sized cells, which is shown in Figure 
4.17. excluding the region of the contraction section past r = 8/i. The grid was refined to four levels, 
using an adaption criteria of dividing cells with a total velocity difference greater than lo% of the 
maximum total velocity difference. To resolve the boundary layer, cells next to the walls of the channel 
were also subdivided at each level of refinement. The final grid, shown in Figure 4.18, contained 5.818 
tof>-level cells. 
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Figure 4.19 Z channel: streamline contours 
large recirculating regions, one in the upper right corner of the e.Kpansion region, one extending down 
the left side of the expansion region, and one along the lop of the contraction region. .\ comparison of 
the streamline contour plot with the adapted grid shows that the grid is more refined in areas of the 
flow with a high velocity gradient. 
.\ plot of the normalized velocity profiles at two locations of the channel is shown in Figure 4.20. 
The results are compared to those of Perng and Street [12]. who used a structured multi-block grid 
containing fj.924 ceils, almost 20% more than the number of cells used by the present method. The 
results obtained by the present first-order method compare favorably to the previous results obtained 
using a higher-order scheme. 
Flow over a Circular Cylinder 
The flow around a two-dimensional circular cylinder is one whose properties have been well doc­
umented. These properties include the generation of vortices in the proximity of the cylinder, their 
convection downstream, and their influence on the pressure and velocity fields near the cylinder. In the 
present analysis, steady vortex generation is considered, for which a Reynolds number of forty, based 
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•Morkovin in a survey of flow around circular cylinders 
The generation of a quadtree grid over a circular cylinder, or any curved or otherwi.se irregularly 
shaped boundary, requires the use of "cut cells."' These are originally quadrilateral cells which, if 
intersected by a boundary, are cut to form general convex polygons. .\n example is shown in Figure 
4.21. in which two cells, labeled L and R. are cut by a boundary. 
The use of cut cells requires an addition to the basic quadtree data structure, a separate data 
structure which contains the indices of all nodes, cells, and edges surrounding each cut ceil. Pointers 
to this new data structure are stored in each cut cell, and new cell center coordinates and cell volumes 
are computed. Cells that are outside the flow domain are removed from the top-level solution queue, 
quadtree grid with cut cells is created in the following manner; 
I. Define ail irregularly-shaped boundaries, either functionally or geometrically. 
'1. Generate a coarse grid over the entire physical domain, including irregularly-shaped boundaries. 
Refine all quadtree cells that are intersected by a boundary. Repeat this process until a specified 
maximum grid level has been reached. The maximum grid level should be chosen so that complex 
boundaries are sufficiently resolved. 
;5(5 
-X 
Figure 4.21 Ciu cells 
4. Remove any cells from the top>-level solution queue that are l ompietely outside the tiow domain. 
•'). ("reate cut cells from those t-lements that are intersected by a boundary. 
The flow solution method remains essentially unchanged with the addition ot cut cells. For example, 
the flux across the edge between cells L and R in Figure l.'Jl is computed using the values of flow 
variables at points Li and Ri. Since the values at these poinis are not known, they are approximated 
by a linear reconstruction from the values at their respective cell centers. This reconstruction results in 
additions to the source terms in the discretized equations similar to those described in Equations 
4.34. 4.61. and 4.t)4. 
In the present case, an initial grid of size 4x2 cells was generated o%'er the flow domain, from 
X = —20D to X = 2QD and from y = 0 to y = '20D. where D is the diameter of the cylinder. The 
cylinder was centered at (x = 0. y = 0). .\ symmetrical boundary was set at the y — 0 axis. The grid 
Wcis then refined to a maximum level of twelve at cells intersected by the cylinder. These cells were 
then cut to form the boundary of the cylinder. The solution procedure was then carried out. using an 
adaption criteria of dividing cells with a total velocity difference greater than 80% of the maximum 
total velocity difference. Cells were not allowed to be refined past the maximum grid level of twelve. 
The final grid, shown in Figure 4.22. contained 3.230 top-level cells. Figure 4.23 shows the grid in the 
vicinity of the cylinder. It can be seen that the grid is refined to the greatest extent in the area closest 
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Figure 4.23 Circular cylinder: close-up of adapted grid 
Streamline contours of the resulting flow are shown in Figure 4.24. .\s the figure shows land as was 
determined through a close '=.\ammation of the .solutionK flow .separation from the .-ylinder ui-curs at 
riS*" from the leading edge of the cylinder, and reattachment occurs at a distance of 'IAD downstream 
of the cylinder. These results f-ompare favorably to tlie separation value of 12;5'' and reattachment 
distance of 2.4Z^ obtamed by Kwak ;64]. 
The pressure coefficient on the surface of the cylinder 'vin be seen in Fisure 4.2."). which also includes 
the experimental results of Thom [65] and the numerical results of .\pelt and Kawaguti _t57j. The 
pressure coefficient CV is defined as 
.\lth0u5h Figure 4.25 shows a good general agreement between the results of the present analysis and 
previous results, it is clear that the present method produces "wiggles" in the flow solution in the 
vicinity of the cylinder. 
Several possible explanations for this non-smooth flow solution were considered. First, it was thought 
that the extrapolation of cell center values to the nodes was at fault, but the cell center values were also 
non-smooth. The possibility of a decoupling between velocity and pressure was considered. This expla­
nation was "ejected because of the fact that no "checkerboard' pressure distribution existed anywhere 
'•Ise in the flow or in any of the other flow solutions. 
It was finally concluded thai the non-smooth flow solution was caused by inaccurate flux calculations, 
it was believed that the method of calculating fluxes through the use of values at points perpendicular to 
the face, and calculating these values through the use of linear reconstruction, was somehow insufficient. 
This led to a search for a different flow solution method which would account for a skewness between 
cell centers and faces. This flow solution method, the upwind method, and its application to a quadtree 
grid is described in 'he next chapter. 
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5 UPWIND METHOD 
This c-haptf-r 'ipscribes thf^ flow solution pro<>>(iurf=- of Matliur .iiid Murtliy and its uiipleiiienta-
tion within the framework of a quadtree snd and data structure. Thi^ solution procerfur^^ is a pressure-
baaed method for unstructured rtieshes that calculates cotivective fiu.xes through a second-<)rder upwind 
method. .Similar methods are described in References i-lT. (iO. 70. 71. 72. 7;'). 74] 
Theoretical Formulation 
The discretization of the governing equations is described in this section. .\ .scalar transport equa­
tion. including its convection, iliffusion. and sradient terms, is Hrst discretized. and used ; ls a model for 
the cliscretization of the momentum equations. Next, a method for velocity-pressure -oupling is «lis-
cussed. .\ [>ressu re-correct ion equation, which '"loses the system of equations, is then derived from the 
continuity »quatioii. Finally, boundary conditions and their implementation in the numerical solution 
are presented. 
Governing Equations 
.\a in the previous chapter, the present method involves the solution of the steady, lanunar. two-
dimensional. incompressible .Navier-Stokes equations (Equations 4.1-4.;5). 
Discretization of the Scalar Transport Equation 
•Vgain. a scalar transport equation, which represents a generic form of the momentum equations, 
is discretized and examined. The steady, two-dimensional, generalized transport equation for a scalar 
variable o can be written as 
—  ( p u o )  +  —  ( p v o )  =  —  (  )  +  ^  I  )  " f "  i - i - 1 )  
d x  d y  d x  \  d x  J  d y  \  a y  J  
or. in divergence form, as 
V • pf'o = V • rVo 4-.s'o (o.l'i 
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Integrating this equation about a control volume \ '  cjives 
J V f,\'odV = r VTodV ~ J 
By applying the (Sauss divergence theorem, this equation can be written <'us 
J p \ ' o  n d A  =  J r V o  •  r i d A  -r j S . ^ d X '  
Discretizmg about each face / of the control volume gives 
A \ f  = i rvo • -t)/ — 
i -5.1 
. '>,4)  
o.-) i 
I O.tj I 
or 
y~^ F f O  '  = G '  ~  > ,3^ 
f f 
where 
F f  =  '  / . A  A )  t  I •). / I 
is the mass How rate out of face / of '-ontrol volume l". and 
C i  r  =  t rvo  •  A )  J  i "i.m 
is the transport due to diffusion through face /. To write the discretizcd scalar transport equation in 
terms of the cell-center values of the scalar variable o, terms for convection, diffusion, and gradient 
must first be found. 
Convection Term The convective term in the discretized scalar transport equation is the product 
of the ma&> flow rate. F'. out of face / of the control volume and the .scalar value at the the face. 
Of. The mass How rate is known from the solution i>f the continuity and momentum equations, which 
are described in the following sections. The value of o/ is determined through the values of o and its 
gradient at the upwind cell as 
Of — Oupti-tnd 
where Oupuind is the value of o  at the upwind cell, is the reconstruction gradient at the 
upwind cell, and dr is the vector from the centroid of the upwind cell to the centroid of the face. 
Figure 5.1 shows two cells. L  and R .  and the face 1-2 between them. If the unit vector t i  represents 
the direction of the face area vector .4 (out of control volume L). then the convection of the scalar 
variable o out of face 1-2 of control volume L (and into control volume R) can be written as 
F f O j  = m a x { F f . Q ) { O i + ' ^ O r [ _  d r i )  +  m i n i F f . 0 ) { O f { - i - V o r f , d r n )  
=  n i a x ( F r  . Q ) o l  -f- i n i n i F f  . 0 ) o r  -f r i i a i { F f  . 0 ) V O r i _  •  d r i  -f rnjn( F/. 0)VorR t/r/j 
=  i n a x { F f  . \ i ] O L - r  i n i n [ F r  . Q ) o h  +  S s o u ,  l  i  l ' J )  
Figure o.l A typical quadtree grid section 
The values and o r  are treated implicitly in the solution procedure, while the source term is treated 
explicitly. 
Diffusion Term The diffusion at a face / is defined as 
G f =  i rvo .4)/ I .">.11) 
This equation can be transformed from the physical coordinates ix. y )  to the general coordinates r / ) .  
If the coordinates are defined to be in the t, and t directions, respectively, as shown in Figure 
•5.1. the term Vo • .4 can be written 
• .4 — sy-'^y) Orj{^r-'^r Hy-'^y 10.12) 
where (.4x..-4y) are the Cartesian components of the area vector .4. This equation can be written for 
the face 1-2 as 
— .  D  —  r t r  4 . 4  r t n  —  4  •  4  (5.13) ^ - Or  OL .  . .4 Oo  0\ .  .  \  o  •  . 4  =  ;  =  :  =  1  •  e .  (is Ae, A Ae, 
The first term on the right hand side of this equation is the primary component of diffusion, and 
the second term is the secondary or cross-diffusion component. In order to eliminate the necessity to 
compute face tangents and nodal values, the secondary diffusion term is re-written as the difference 
between the total diffusion and the primary diffusion component. Therefore 
(is A-e, \ 5 
43 
= d'(or - ol) ~ ^rd, i '-.14) 
where To is the a\erage of tlie gradients at tlie two adjacent cell centers. Again, the values Oi_ ind or 
are treated implicitly, while the source term is treated expliintiy. 
Gradient Terms The reconstruction gradient is written from the Green-CIaus-s theorem as 
vor = i l o.l-t) 
where 
— O l  ~  O R  .  
O r  - 10.101 
• )  
is the average of the values of o  at neighboring cells. The term a is a limiter and is used to prevent 
the reconstruction from introducing local extrema. In the present study, the limiter of Wn.kataknshnan 
[75] is used. The value of o at a face / of i-ell c can then be written as 
O f  =  Or —  VOr. d r  ( 0.17i 
The cell derivatives of the secondary diffusion terms are computed as 
where 
t"o = — ) l o.l^i 
O  r ,  O  f „  -  ,  ,  
O f  =  —  —  / o . l s J t  
J .1 
is the average of the reconstructed values of o  at face / from both neighboring cells. 
Discretized Equation .\fter collecting and regrouping terms, the discretized scalar transport 
'•quation for a control volume I p surrounding point P can now be written as 
a p o p  =  ^ ^ O n h O n b  ^  P  ' O . - O )  
where 
a p  =  —  S p \ ' p  ( o . 2 1 )  
and the subscript n b  represents the neighboring control volume cell-centers. 
Discretized Momentum Equations 
The momentum equations, written in the preceding form, can now be expressed as 
a p u p  =  a „ i , U n b  +  S c ^  P  —  ^  
nb !  
( I p i p  =  a „ b V n b  +  P  —  ^  ( 5 - ^ )  
n6 / 
where the pressure gradient terms have been written separately from the discretized source terms. 
!4 
Velocity-Pressure Coupling 
The "checkerboard" pressure liistribiition problem is again alleviated by a Rhie and ("how ^o!)] 
interpolation. The mass flow rate ar a face / is ^vritten 
^ j' - ^ ^ L — ^ R f PR — PL ?=— \ - i i F :  = /7.-i  ^ i.l.l'l) 
^'pl -  «p,-, \ /a >•, 
where l'" is the velocity that results from the solution of the momentum equations, a p  is the average of 
the tip coefficients of each of the momentum equations la^ and cjpi. and V;»* is the averaged pressure 
gradient from each neighboring i-ell. 
Pressure-Correction Equation 
To close the system of equations, a pressure-correction equation is extracted from the '-ontinuity 
and momentum equations. The continuity equation, once integrated and discretized. can be written as 
Y . { F :  ~ F ' , )  =  
where Fj is the mass flow rate computed from Equation and F', is a mass flow rate correction 
defined as 
F ' . = - ,  
a p ^ - r a p p  d a  - l - r .  
Substituting Equation o."J6 into Equation 5.25 gives the following discretized pressure-correction equa­
tion 
a p p ' p  =  ^  d n b P ' n b  ~  <5.27) 
where 
b , .  =  - J 2 F J  (5.2s) 
f  
is the total mass inflow into the cell. Once the discretized equation is solved lor the pressure-corrections, 
the mass flow rate is corrected as 
F ,  =  F ' j  +  F ' j  (5.29) 
This corrected mass flow rate is used to compute the convection term, given in Equation 5.10. of the 
coefficients of the momentum equations in the next iteration of the solution procedure. The pressure is 
corrected as 
PP — P'p + (^rP'p (5.;50) 
wliere ap is the pressure underrplaxation factor. Cell veloriries are corrected a,s 
— -  - . n  U p  = •  U p  l O - i l )  
rp = i p  
where the pressiire-<:orrectioti at a face. p', .  is determined by averaging the pressu re-correct ion values 
of the neighboring <"ells of face /. 
Boundary Conditions 
The implementation of boundary conditions in the upwind method is similar to the process described 
for the power-law method, but is applicable to boundary control volumes composed of general convex 
polygons. Figure .5.2 shows a general boundary control volume. I p. with i-ell center point P. boundary 
edge midpoint 6. unit normal e-,. and unit normal n in the direction of area vector A. 
The diffusive flux at the boundary edge h can be written as the sum of a primary component and a 
secondary component, which is the difference between the total diffusion and the primary component. 
O h  - o p  A  - A  r  ( v  \  V  '  i h ——  i \  O p  •  A  —  \  O p  t f . —  
.4 • ^ y . i ' ^ 
= Dh{Ob — Op} l 
The discretized scalar transport equation is written as 
apOp =^^UnbOnb -r P 10 -m) 
where 
ap =  ^  nrxb — . 10..).)) 
Figure .5.2 Boundary control volume 
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All boundary i-onditions are in<;orporati=d into tiie linearized sourrp terms as 
>"<• = >7- ~ i Dh — Fhh'^h — FhOp -r S,:i^ 
and 
5p = >'p — Dh io.;)7t 
where -^p -irP parts of the source terms arising from other sources or boundaries. 
At inflow and wall boundaries, values of velocity can be substituted directly into the preceding source 
term equations. .\t .symm'^try t>oundariP!;. How gradients are zero, and no additions to the source terms 
S'/- and Sp are needed. 
Since mass flow rates at each of the preceding boundary types are known, they '-an be substituted 
directly into the source term of the pressure-<'orrection equation. Pressure-corrections and pressures at 
boundary edges, necessary for velocity corrections and gradient computations, can be computed as 
= f/p 
and 
Pi = pp — vprp rn i.j.; '/)) 
.At outflow boundaries, flow velocities are not known. Therefore, the present method assumes an 
outflow pressure equal to a specified freestreani pressure 
Ph = P-<. 'O.40) 
and employs the pressure boundary condition method of Mathur and .\Iurthy [Toj. .\n intermediate 
value of mass flow rate at an outflow boundary can be e.xpressed as 
7 r- P b ^ p  ( p h - p p  ^  .4 - .4 
= pfe.-u \ p  : i -jT \ p p  •  f h  -= 10.41) 
a p  \  d o  J  \  
The discretized continuity equation is written as 
^ + Ffc =  0 (5.42)  
f  
where the summation is over non-boundary faces. A boundary mass flow rate correction can be defined 
as 
, ,  _  Pb^p (p'h -  P'p 
a p  V  /  A  f h  
The boundary mass flow rate is then corrected by 
F,' = 1 (5.4;{) 
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The pressure-'*orrprtion equation is then written as 
app'p =  ^  af.hp', ,r ,  ~  
Since the pressure ar the outflow boundary is spenfied. the pressure-correction is zero 
/'f, = 0 
The normal and tangential velocity components are '-omputed from known values of rnas.-> flow rates by 
These velocity <-omponents are then easily converted to Cartesian velocity components. 
Solution Procedure 
The solution procedure used with the upwind method is the SIMPLE algorithm ot Patankar • ) ' 2 ] .  
used within a grid adaption procedure, .\llhough the SI.MPLE method generally converges at a slower 
rate than the SIMPLER method, it is chosen to avoid interpolation of the pseudovelocities to the cell 
faces. The solution procedure can be summarized as follows: 
1. Cienerate an initial coarse grid. 
'2. Refine the grid, if necessary, in areas that are known a pnon to require a high degree ot grid 
clustering. 
.\pply the SIMPLE algorithm as follows: 
(a) Guess a pressure field p'. If a coarse grid solution is known, retain previously determined 
pressures at cells that have not been subdivided, and use a parent cell s pressure as an initial 
guess for newly formed children cells. 
(b) Calculate the coefficients of the momentum equations and solve them to obtain u' and i '. 
(c) Solve the pressure-correction equation to find p'. 
(d) Correct the mass flow rate at cell faces. 
(e) Calculate p by adding p' to p'. 




i f )  C . ' o r r p r t  t h e  v e l o r i t y  f i e l d  w i t h  t h e  v p l o c i t y - c o r r e r t i o n  e q u a t i o t i s .  
I'g) Return to Step ibl and repeat until conversence. 
4. If the maximum grid level has not been reac-hed. refine tlie grid armrding to the adaption criteria, 
and return to Step 
The discretized momentum and pressure-correction equations are again solved hy a symmetric (iauss-
Seidel point iterative method with under-relaxation. 
Results 
The upwind method Weis used in a variety of test i-ases to analyze its utility. These tests include a 
lid-driven cavity flow, a backward-facing step flow, and the flow over a circular cylinder. 
Lid-driven Cavity Flow 
The upwind method was first applied to the iid-driven cavity flow problem of the previous chapter 
at a Reynolds number of 40U on the grid shown in Fiaure 4.S. The results were compared to the 
grid-independent .solution of a 128 x 128 structured grid, as well as to those obtained by the previous 
power-law method. .A.s in the previous chapter, the flow was first solved on an mitial grid containing 
IG X ll) cells, and grid refinement locations were set explicitly, to give a final grid containing 9.472 
tofKlevel cells. 
Figures o.;{-5.4 show ij-velocity profiles at different i cross-sections of the How. It can be seen that 
the results obtained by the upwind method more closely match the benchmark solution of the 12S x 128 
structured grid than do the results of the power-law method. 
Figure 5.5 shows the total velocity RMS convergence for the solutions obtained with each method. 
As expected, the upwind solution, which used the SIMPLE flow solution algorithm, converges at a slower 
rate than the power-law solution, which used the SIMPLER algorithm. This slower convergence can also 
be explained by the fact that the second-order upwind method achieves its accuracy by determining the 
reconstruction graidient terms explicitly, which results in a formulation that is written as a first-order 
upwind method plus a correction. Nevertheless, both quadtree grid methods converge at a faster rate 
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Backward-Facing Step Flow 
The next test case considered was a backward-facing step flow, as shown in Figure o.ti Tlie inflow 
boundary was set to a parabolic flow condition, while the outflow boundary i-onditions were determined 
through a prescribed outlet pressure. In this situation, the outflow boundary length tL) is dependent 
on the Reynolds number to allow a fully developed flow at the outflow boundary and was therefore 
changed for each case studied; the flow was computed at Reynolds numbers of 100 and ;>89. which were 
based on the average inflow velocity and twice the inflow duct height i2h). .\11 other boundaries were 
set to no-slip wail conditions. Results were compared to the e.Kpenmental results of .\rmaly ft al. i76! 
and the numerical results of Coirier '43]. 
For the Re = 100 test case, the outflow boundary was set to a length o{ L — 80mm or. in terms 
of step height. 16.35. The flow was then solved on an initial coarse grid containing 900 cells, and 
the solution was carried out through four levels of adaption. The adaption criteria that was used was 
identical to that of Coirier [43]. which is given in Equations 3.2-3.7. The final grid, a section of which 
is shown in Figure -5.7. contained 10.032 top-level cells. 
Figures o.»-5.Il show u velocity profiles predicted by the present method as compared with previous 
1 0 '  
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results. It ran be seen that the present method agrees well with previously published results. 
The outflow boundary for the He = '-'iSy test case was set to a length of L  '  :U)Unirn o r  6 1 . 2 ^ .  The 
mitial grid consisted of 1.600 cells, and cells past x = lOOmm were of an mcreasing aspect ratio. The 
flow was again solved through four levels of adaption, using the adaption criteria of Coiner _4;{]. The 
final grid, part of which is shown in Figure 5.12. contained 20.251 top-level cells. 
\'elocity profiles of tlie present method were again compared to those of previous results, as .shown 
in Figures o.13-0.16. These results compare favorably to the experimental results of .Armaly et al. 'TGl. 
but because of convergence problems the numerical results of Coirier ^43] were obtained after only two 
levels of adaption for the Re = 389 case, which may account for some of the discrepancy between the 
previous experimental and numerical results. 
For each different Reynolds number flow, the reattachment length of the primary separation region 
was found through close inspection of the streamline contours and velocity vectors of the present results. 
Figure 5.17 shows the reattachment length versus Reynolds number for the present numerical results 
and the experimental results of .\rmaly [76]. It can be seen that the results of the present method 
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Flow over a Circular Cylinder 
.\gain. the usefulness of a quadtree grid as applied to a flow with geometrically complex boundaries 
was tested on the flow over a circular cylinder. .As in the previous chapter, a flow with a Reynolds 
number of forty was chosen. The flow domain ranged from s = —'20D to r = "20D and from y = 0 to 
(/ = 2QD. with the cylinder centered at (x = O.y = 0) and a symmetry boundary at y = 0. 
The initial grid containing 4x2 cells was agam refined to a maximum level of twelve at cells 
intersected by the cylinder. .\ grid adaption criteria of dividing cells with a total velocity difference 
greater than 80% of the maximum total velocity difference was employed within the solution procedure. 
The final grid, shown in Figures .5.18 and -5.19. contained 3,962 top>-level cells. 
Figure .5.20 shows the streamline contours of the flow, which indicate the recirculating region behind 
the cylinder. It was determined through examination of the streamline contours and velocity vectors that 
the flow separates from the cylinder at an azimuth angle of 128*". and that reattachment occurs at 2.51?. 
These results are similar to those of Kwak [64]. who predicted separation at 123° and reattachment at 
2.4D. 
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Figure o.'JO Circular cylinder: streamline contours 
law method, these results show a general agreement with previously published results. However, the 
"wiggles " in the solution have not been elimmated through the use of the upwind method. 
These results indicated that the conclusion of the previous chapter was incorrect, and that the 
oscillations in the flow solution were not caused by inaccurate flux computations in the uni-dimensional 
power-law method. Instead, it was hypothesized that the use of cut cells in viscous regions is madequate 
in predicting accurate flow solutions, a conclusion verified by the results of Coirier [-131 who also found 
solution oscillations in vi.scous regions near cut cells. It was determmed that the geometry of a grid with 
cut cells, in which adjoining cells can differ greatly in size and shape, was the source of the errors in the 
flow solution. Therefore, it was decided that in order to predict accurate flow solutions in highly-viscous 
regions, either a higher-order flow solution method or a different type of grid must be used. 
Hybrid Grid 
To solve the problem of the flow solution oscillations in viscous regions, it was decided to make use 
of a mixed-element hybrid grid for the solution of the flow around the circular cylinder. In this method, 
the domain around the cylinder is divided into three regions, each containing a different cell type; a 
viscous region near the surface of the cylinder consisting of unstructured quadrilateral cells, the inviscid 
flow domain furthest from the body composed of a quadtree grid, and a transition region between these 
areas containing a triangular grid. 
Since the upwind method can be applied to any grid composed of convex polygons, no change in the 
flow solution procedure was required. However, the use of different cell types necessitated a modification 
of the grid's data structure. Each cells type was stored in an indexed array of integers. Grid adaption 
was carried out differently for each cell type, and care was taken to avoid creating hanging-nodes on 
the edges of triangular cells. 
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the half-cylinder by "20 cells extending radially from the surface of the cylinder to a distance of O.tiD. 
The mitial quadtree grid in the inviscid region contained 16 x 8 cells, which ranged from J- = —"iOD 
to J- = 20D and from y = 0 to y = 20D. This grid was refined to a level of seven at cells that were 
intersected by the viscous grid. Quadtree cells that were intersected by the viscous grid or that were 
inside tlie cylinder were removed from the top-level queue. The triangular grid was constructed vvirh a 
Delaunay triangulation algorithm in the area between the viscous grid and the quadtree grid. 
The flow solution and grid adaption algorithm was carried out through three cycles. .A. grid adaption 
criteria of dividing cells with a total velocity difference greater than 209c of the ma.ximum total velocity 
difference was used. The quadtree grid was not allowed to be refined past a level of seven, while the 
viscous grid and triangular grid were not refined past a level of three. The final grid, a section of which 
is shown in Figure •5.22, contained 2,266 top-level cells. 
Streamline contours of the flow can be seen in Figure 5.23. It was determined that the flow separates 
from the cylinder at an azimuth angle of 126® and reattachment occurs at 2.5D. results which compare 
favorably to those of Kwak [64]. 
The pressure coefficient on the surface of the cylinder is shown in Figure .5.24. It can be seen that 
the hybrid grid produces a smooth solution that agrees well with previous results. 
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6 THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 
In order to <iiovv tlie present metliod s usefulness in finding flow solutions for phyiicaliy practical 
problems, this chapter describes the application of the upwind method to a three-dimensional, octre'-
grid. The octree grid and data structure are first described, followed by a discussion of the "Extension 
of the upwind method to three dimensions. Finally, the results of two test cases are presented. 
The Octree Grid 
An octree data structure, like the quadtree, is composed of a hierarchical relationship based on a 
recursive subdivision of space. .A.n ijctree grid consists of hexahedrai cells that may be successively 
subdivided into eight smaller hexahedra. as shown in Figure ti.l. The connectivity between cells is 
stored in arrays of pointers from each cell to its parent and children cells, pointers I'rom cells to their 
surrounding nodes and faces, pointers from faces to their surrounding nodes and adjacent cells, and the 
coordinates of each node. Edges (one-dimensional lines connecting the nodes of a two-dimensional face) 
need not be computed or stored in the present formulation. 
Flow Solution Method 
The flow solution method for three dimensions remains essentially unchanged from that of two 
dimensions. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are written m three dimensions as 
continuity equation: 
v • (^l") = 0 16.1) 
momentum equation: 
V  •  ( p \ ' \ ' )  = — V p - r  V  •  i6.2) 
(54 
Figure t). I Octree cell division 
The scalar transport equation, once integrated and discretized. is represented in the same fashion 
as in two dimensions as 
^ F f O f  = ^ C t f  ~  S c ^  16..5) 
where 
and 
F f  =  { p V  •  .1 ) /  
C?/ = (rVo • .4)/ 
i6.4t 
However, the summations are applied to each two-dimensional face f  of a control volume V .\gain. 
the convective term is computed as the product of the mass flow rate out of a face / and the value of 
o at / determined through a reconstruction from the upwind cell. The diffusive term is again written 
as the sum of a primary component and a secondary component determined as the difference between 
the total diffusion and the primary diffusion component. Collecting and regrouping terms gives the 
discretized scalar transport equation 
apOp =  ^  ClnbOnb + Sc^ ' p  
where 
ap = ^  a„6 — SpVp 
The momentum equations, written in the preceding form, can now be expressed as 
a pup = ^ 2 "nbttnb + P — ^  
nt> J 




a p r p  = P — / ' / -"Ivf  ni  iM 
•ih 
a p n p  =  ^  a „ h i L - „ h  —  5 f - \ >  -  ^ p / . - l . - ,  l O . l O i  
•1/) / 
\V'iority-prPssur»=- ' oupling. mass How rate I'orrection. an<i pressure-i-orrpction .ire determined as in 
two dimensions. Cell velocities are corrected as 
I I  p — Up — 
I  P  = i p  -
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The SIMPLE algorithm is used as the flow solution procedure. 
Results 
The present method was applied to two test cases; a three-dimensional lid-driven cavity flow, and 
a !•!) degree curved duct flow. 
3-D Driven Cavity Flow 
The first three-dimensional test case considered is a :'.-D driven cavity at a Reynolds number of 100. 
The cavity had dimensions of unity in each coordinate direction, with a lid moving at unit velocity 
in the X direction at y = l.O. Since the fiow is symmetric about the c = O.o plane, the solution was 
carried out on only half of the cavity, with the appropriate symmetry boundary condition. The flow 
was solved on two different octree grids, each with two levels of adaption and an initial grid consisting 
of 16 X 16 X ^ cells. For grid 1. each cell wjis subdivided to give a final grid of I6.;i84 top-level cells, as 
shown in Figure 6."J. For grid "2, shown in Figure 6.3. only those cells within a distance of one-eighth 
of the cavity's width to a zero-velocity wall were divided, giving a final grid containing 9.;528 top)-level 
cells. 
\elocity vectors for two cross-sections of the flow on each grid can be seen in Figures 6.-1 and 6.5. 
Each figure shows velocity vectors in the r = 0.5 plane of symmetry (a) which indicate the prmiary 
flow movement in the cavity. The three-dimensional movement of the flow is shown by the velocity 
vectors in the x = 0.5 plane (b). It should be noted that while the vector lengths are scaled according 
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Figure (5.6 compares the u-velocity profiles at the r = O.o. ; = O.o centerline of each grid with the 
results of .\Iathur and Murthy [68]. who used a grid composed of 19.800 hexahedral cells. It can be seen 
that the results show good agreement. It should also be noted that the results obtained on the second 
grid compare favorably with the results of the first, even though approximately 409c fewer cells were 
used. 
90 Degree Curved Duct Flow 
The second test case considered is the flow through a 90 degree curved duct with a square cross-
section. A schematic diagram of a cross-section of the duct in the x — y plane is shown in Figure 6.7. It 
can be seen that the duct is composed of an inlet section 160rnm long, a curved section with an inside 
radius of 72mm. and an outlet section :i20mrn long. The duct is 40mm wide and 40mTn deep along 
its entire length. The inflow boundary contains a uniform flow in the x direction, while the outflow 
boundary contains a constant pressure. .A.11 other boundaries are composed of no-slip walls. The flow 
Reynolds number is 792. and is based on the average inflow velocity, u,n. and the hydraulic diameter. 
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D .  Since the inflow veioritv is uniform 
{/ { rj ti G.14I 
and 
m  
16.1 -'j i  
where 
The numerical simulation was carried out through two levels of adaption. The flow was first solved 
on a grid containing (62 x 10 > o) cells. Since the flow is symmetric about the r = 'IQmm plane, the 
appropriate symmetry boundary conditions were used, and the flow was computed for half the number 
of cells in the c direction than in the cross-flow direction. The grid was refined according to the adaption 
criteria of C'oirier [43] to give a final grid i-ontaining 11.136 top-level i-ells as shown in Figure (i.ft. The 
flow was then computed to convergence. 
Results of the present method are compared to the experimental results of Taylor »t al. [77] anil the 
numerical results of Taiiiamidis and .\s.sanis [78l. Wlocity vectors in the ; = "JOrnrn plane of symmetry 
are shown in Figure 6.9. while velocity vectors in the y = ll'Jmrn plane ithe boundary between the 
curved and outlet sectionsi are shown in Figure 6.10. These results are qualitatively similar to those of 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this study, a new. adaptively-rffined -.juadtree srid method for rlie mconipres.sible .\avK?r-Stokes 
equations has been successfully formulated and presented. The quadtree srid and its corresponding data 
structure were described, and their implementation within solution adaptive flow solution schemes dis­
cussed. Two pressure-based How solution methods were presented, includina each mettiod's theoretical 
formulation, solution algorithni. and results obtained from several test cases. 
The first flow solution method discussed was the uni-dimensional power-law method. This method 
computed the total flu.x across a face between two cells through a power-law approximation using tiow 
values at points perpendicular to the face. The flow values at these points were appro.ximated through 
a linear reconstruction from values at cell-centers, which were stored in memory This reconstruction 
resulted in additional source terms in the discretized equations. Flow ^radient.s were found through a 
linear least-squares procedure. Pressure-velocity coupling was achieved through the Rhie and Chow in­
terpolation procedure. The system of equations was closed by e.xtracting a pressure-<-orrect:r,n equation 
and a pressure equation from the continuity and momentum equations. The SIMPLER algorithm was 
used as the flow solution procedure. Flow solution accuracy was increased through solution adaptive 
grid refinement. 
The power-law method wcis applied to four lest cases. The first three of these cases, a lid-driven 
cavity flow, a duct flow with sudden contraction, and a channel flow with two right-angle bends, used a 
Cartesian quadtree grid throughout the flow domain, including boundaries. These tests cases produced 
results that were as accurate as previous results, while using fewer grid points. The fourth test case, 
the flow over a circular cylinder, used a Cartesian quadtree grid except near non-Cartesian boundaries, 
where "cut cells" were used. The introduction of cut cells produced oscillations in the flow solution 
near the cylinder, which lead to the search for an alternate flow solution method. 
The second flow solution method described in this study was the second-order upwind method of 
Mathur and Murthy [68]. This method approximated the convective flux across a face between two cells 
through a linear reconstruction of flow values at the upwind cell. The diffusive flux was determined 
tti  
through a transformarion ro .•oordinar(=>s that vverr parallel to a line connecting rhe ceil centers anil 
tangent to the cell face. This tlux could then be expressed as the sum of a primary flux component and 
a secondary I'omponent. The secondary or cross-diffusion coniponent was expressed as the difference 
between the total diffusion and the primary component. The reconstructioti gradients based on a (Jreen-
CJauss formulation were prevented from introducing extrema by using the Wnkatakrishnan limiter. 
Flow gradients used in the secondary diffusion terms were '-oinputed by applying the (..Jreen-CJauss 
approximation over the average reconstructed flow values at (-ell faces. The Rhie and Chow interpolation 
proi'edure was used to avoid any "checkerboard" instabilities. A pressure-correction equation was 
derived from the continuity and momentum equations to close the system of equations. The <ysteni of 
equations was solved through the use of the SIMPLE algorithm. Solution adaptive grid refinement was 
used to increa^je flow solution accuracy. 
The upwind method was first applied to a lid-driven cavity flow, and produced results more accurate 
than the power-law method, but at a slower convergence rate due to the use of the SIMPLE algorithm 
and a higher-order scheme. The flow over a backward-facing step was then analyzed with the upwind 
method and produced results that sliowed good agreement with previously published results. Finally, 
rhe flow over a circular cylinder was <-omputed. using cut cells to form the cylinder s boundary. It was 
found that the upwind method did not eliminate the oscillations in the flow solution near the cut-i ell 
boundary. This led to the use of a rni.xed-element hybrid grid combined with the upwind method to 
predict the flow over the cylinder. The hybrid grid wa;5 composed of unstructured quadrilateral <'ells 
in the viscous region, a Cartesian quadtree grid in invi.scid regions, and triangular cells at the grid 
interface. This process succeeded in eliminating the oscillations in the flow solution. 
To predict fluid flow in three-dimensional geometries, the upwind method was used in conjunction 
with an octree grid and data structure. The octree grid was composed of hexahedral cells which were 
successively subdivided into eight smaller hexahedra. The results of two test cases, a 3-D driven cavity 
flow and the flow through 90 degree curved duct, showed good agreement with previous results. 
Several extensions to the present method can be made, each of which may result in improvements 
in different areas. First and foremost, a detailed study of the effectiveness of different adaption criteria 
should be performed. In the present study, each test case used an adaption criterion that best captured 
the flowfield of the particular test case. It would be desirable to possess a single criterion that could be 
used for a wide variety of flow configurations. 
To improve the convergence properties of the present method, two recommendations are made. .\ 
sparse matrix linear systems solver would enhance the solution of the discretized equations over the 
point Gaus-s-Seide! method now pmpioyed. A sparse matrix solver would allow for faster propagation 
of boundary information to internal control volumes. Multigrid methods have been proven to sreatly 
accelerate the -onvergence of the solution of an '^lliptic problem 7 'Vi .  With rhe present method's 
inherent hierarchical relationship between cells of different levels in the quadtree end and its use of the 
non-staggered grid arrangement, an extension to a multignd formulation seems logical. 
The incorporation of unsteady flow solution techniques would enhance the ,~tabiiity of rhe present 
method and allow for the solution of time-dependent flows. However, since high-gradient regions of a 
flow may develop in time into low-gradient regions which require fewer grid points, the extension of the 
present method to unsteady flows would require the addition of a cell derefinement procedure. 
The ability to solve high Reynolds number flows would be essential to prove the effectiveness of the 
present method. .\n attempt was made to solve a high Re test case for inclusion in this study, with only 
modest success. This test case consisted of the flow over a .V.ACA-00I2 airfoil at a Reynolds number of 
I'.SS-10". The flow was .solved on a body-fitted. O-type grid. It was found that the addition of unsteady 
terms in the upwind method was necessary to prevent the solution from diverging. conversed solution 
was found for very low angles of attack on a relatively coarse grid of size 101 points on the .nrfoil surface 
by points in the radial direction. This grid produced an accurate pressure distribution on the airfoil, 
but wa^ insufficiently resolved to capture the boundary layer and predict accurate shear-stress values 
on the airfoil. .\11 attempts to find a solution at a higher angle of attack, using a finer grid, or using 
grid adaption, resulted in non-converging solutions. It is believed, however, that these problems could 
be remedied with a modest amount of effort. 
Pressure-based methods have been used in the past to solve the compressible .\avier-Stokes equations 
f^Ol. iSll. The incorporation of these techniques into the present method would result in a solution 
procedure for flows at all speeds. 
Finally, it is believed that the implementation of the present method would benefit from the use of 
an object-oriented computer language with dynamic memory allocation, such as C-f—^ or FORTRAN 
90. to compute and store the quadtree data structure. The use of FORTRAN 77 in the present method 
required that the data structure was represented as a number of arrays of primitive data types. An 
object-oriented language would allow the data structure to be represented in abstract data types and 
greatly decrease the difficulties associated with grid adaption. Object-oriented routines that compute 
data structure could be combined with FORTRAN 77 libraries that have been optimized for the solution 
of a system of equations. Also, in the present method parent cells unnecessarily stored certain flow 
variable and geometric values. .A, language with dynamic memory would not require that these values 
be stored, thus reducing the amount of memory needed. 
This study has shown that an adaptively-refined quadtree srid. used in conjunction witii a pressure-
based flow solution method for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equ.itions. accurately and f^fficientiy 
predicts solutions for a variety of fluid flow problems. Several test cases have shown that the present 
method effectively captures features of the How through localized grid refinement, thus increasing s(v 
lution accuracy and requiring less computational time. It is 'dear that more research m this diref-tion 
would be beneficial. 
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